
Tuesday September 4th  

Vocab. Lesson 4  
1. apocryphal (uh PAHK ruh fuhl) ADJ. of doubtful authorship or 

authenticity  

2. cassette (kuh SET) N. cartridge holding magnetic tape for playing or 

recording sound or pictures  

3. climactic (kly MAK tik) ADJ. having to do with the most exciting or 

intense part  

4. concerto (kuhn CHER toh) N. a musical composition for soloists and 

orchestra with three contrasting movements  

5. ebony (EB uh nee) N. a hard, durable black wood from a family of 

tropical trees  

Ch. 6 Lesson 2: Verb Tense  
Underline the better tense of the verb in parentheses.  

1. Ray (practices, practiced) this song every day for the past week.  

2. We made sure that the pond (freezes, had frozen) before we went 

skating.  

Wednesday September 5th  

Vocab. Lesson 4  
6. encore (AHN KOR) N. an additional performance at the end of a 

concert done at the request of the audience  

7. endowment (en DOW muhnt) N. permanent source of money given 

to a person or institution  

8. illustrious (i LUHS tree uhs) ADJ. famous; outstanding; celebrated  

9. mediocre (MEE dee OH kur) ADJ. neither good nor bad; ordinary; 

not at all distinctive  

10. novice (NAHV is) N. beginner  

Ch. 6 Lesson 2: Verb Tense  
Underline the better tense of the verb in parentheses.  

3. Nick always (gives, had given) his young brother a head start when 

they race.  

4. Alice (drove, will drive) us home from the basketball game tomorrow.  

 



Thursday September 6th  

Vocab. Lesson 4  
11. overture (OH vur CHUR) N. orchestral introduction to a dramatic 

musical composition  

12. patron (PAY truhn) N. person who provides support and approval to 

an art or artist  

13. refrain (ri FRAYN) N. regularly recurring phrase or verse; chorus  

14. reverberate (ri VUR buh RAYT) V. to echo back; to repeatedly 

resound  

15. rhapsody (RAP suh dee) N. musical composition that is free in form 

and often improvisational in nature  

Ch. 6 Lesson 2: Verb Tense  

Underline the better tense of the verb in parentheses.  
5. Roger (has wondered, will wonder) about that ever since it happened.  

6. Shawn (bought, will buy) a new watch recently.  

 

 


